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SLIDE CREDIT LIST

LINE:

SLIDE 3 - *A Parade of Elephants*; written and illus. by Kevin Henkes
SLIDE 4 - *Untitled (Dance)*; Keith Haring, 1987
SLIDE 5 - *Sit-In: How Four Friends Stood Up By Sitting Down*; illus by Brian Pinkney; written by Andrea Davis Pinkney
SLIDE 6 - *A Lion Lying Down*, Rembrandt Harmenszoon van Rijn, 1650-1652

COMPOSITION:

BUSY:
SLIDE 11 - *¡Vamos!: Let’s Go to the Market*; illus. by Raúl the Third
SLIDE 12 - *Netherlandish Proverbs*; Pieter Bruegel the Elder, 1559

NEGATIVE SPACE:
SLIDE 15 - *Du Iz Tak?* written and illus. by Carson Ellis
SLIDE 16 - *Freedom Fighters for the Society of Forgotten Knowledge, Northern Domestic Scene*; Kara Walker, 2005

PERSPECTIVE:
SLIDE 19 - *Paper Mice*; illus. by Phoebe Wahl; written by Megan Wagner Lloyd
SLIDE 20 - *Paris Street; Rainy Day*; Gustave Caillebotte, 1877

GEOMETRY:
SLIDE 23 - *The Sound of Silence*; illus by Julia Kuo; written by Katrina Goldsaito
SLIDE 24 - *The Dance Lesson*; Edgar Degas, 1879

LIGHT AND SHADOW:

SLIDE 27 - *Night Job*; illus by G. Brian Karas; written by Karen Hesse
SLIDE 28 - *Nighthawks*; Edward Hopper, 1942
**COLOR AND PALETTE:**

**SLIDE 31** - *The Farmer and the Clown*; illus. by Marla Frazee  
**SLIDE 32** - *Former First Lady Michelle Obama*; Amy Sherald, 2018

**SLIDE 34** - *Goodnight Everyone*; written and illus. by Chris Haughton  
**SLIDE 35** - *Scene 295 - Interior*; Martha Hughes, 2019

**STYLE:**

**FIGURAL STYLE:**

**SLIDE 39** - *Hot City*; illus. by Gregory Christie; written by Barbara Joosse  
**SLIDE 40** - *Easy, Breezy, Beautiful Cover Boy - Refurbished*; Yi Chen, 2004

**SILKSCREEN:**

**SLIDE 43** - *The Watermelon Seed*; written and illus. by Greg Pizzoli  
**SLIDE 44** - *Cow*; Andy Warhol, 1971

**DIGITAL EFFECTS:**

**SLIDE 47** - *Thunder Boy Jr.*; illus by Yuyi Morales; written by Sherman Alexia, Jr.  
**SLIDE 48** - *Who's Counting*; Alex Fischer, 2017